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SACRÉE MONTAGNE
Pour la plupart des Montréalais,
Mont-Royal est un héritage sacré de
la nature, et elle fait l’objet de fortes
campagnes publiques pour protéger
son patrimoine naturel et culturel
depuis au moins 150 ans.
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EN_MOUNT ROYAL IS the crown jewel of
Montreal. Along with the Saint Lawrence
River, it is the city’s defining geographical
and geological feature. The mountain
is embedded in the city’s identity, the
monumental cross atop Mount Royal Park
a landmark and ubiquitous icon.
While most people are familiar with Mount
Royal Park, designed by Frederick Law
Olmsted in 1871, a larger area, the Mount
Royal Heritage Site, encompasses the
public park, two university campuses,
four cemeteries, as well as a complex
necklace of heritage buildings that circle
its perimeter, some 730 hectares (1800
acres) in area. The mountain is made up
of three distinct summits that circle an
interior valley. Mount-Royal Park and the
two main cemeteries, Mount Royal and
Notre-Dame-des-Neiges, are important
landscape legacies of the second half of the
19th century.

This article explores a recent addition to
the Notre-Dame-des-Neiges cemetery,
part of our project Escales découvertes
(Discovery Halts). Escales découvertes
was recently honoured with the CSLA’s
2019 Large-scale public landscape Award
of Excellence, as well as a 2019 Urban
Design Award of Excellence (RAIC, CSLA
and the Canadian Institute of Planners).
In 2018, the project was recognized
by the Society of Experiential Graphic
Design with a Global Design Award in
Placemaking and Wayfinding.
For most Montrealers, the mountain is a
sacred legacy of nature, and it has been
the subject of strong public campaigns to
protect its natural and cultural heritage
for at least 150 years.
Prior to colonization, the mountain, a
meeting point as well as a burial ground,
was already understood as a significant
natural feature by different First
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Nations’ communities. In 2017, the City of
Montreal and the Mohawk communities of
Kanehsatake, Kahnawake and Akwesasne
baptized the Outremont summit Tiohtià:ke
Otsira’kéhne, in the Kanienkehaka
language, meaning, “Around the fire, on the
island where men and rivers divide.”
But what is sacred today? Where
traditional religious constructs of public
space have vanished, where the presence
of religious signs in the public sphere are
ever more contested, there is a sense
that access to nature within a dense city
fabric is what is most sacred to many
people: simply a moment to breathe, a
peaceful communion with trees outside the
aggressive nature of urban life. Obviously,
the term sacred has taken on a more
profane meaning, if that makes sense. The
mountain continues its Olmsted legacy
and offers Montrealer’s of all origins easy
access to nature and a necessary repose.

Project
Civiliti + Julie Margot were responsible for
a commemorative landscape proposal
marking the city’s 375th anniversary. That
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proposal took the shape of a collection of
50 landscape interventions throughout the
Mount Royal Heritage Site, consisting of a
family of three distinct interventions:
•	3D bronze wayfinding maps of the full
heritage site;
•	place-markers composed of a group
of truncated granite cones that act as
invitations to discover dozens of intimate
moments of the mountain’s history and
landscape; and
•	larger landscaped “halts” made up
of bands of granite bordering areas
devoted to significant interior views
of the mountain, with bronze-set,
site-specific poems composed by a
distinguished group of Montreal authors.
Crossing boundaries between landscape,
wayfinding and interpretation, the project’s
main objective is to help shape a different
experience of the mountain, one less
interested in the typical walk up to the
Kondiaronk belvedere, or a family picnic,
and more attuned to how the beautiful
features of the site can trigger simple
emotions and deeper introspection.
Due to a complex administrative process
for such an important civic green space,
one third of the project’s interventions,

planned within the property of the NotreDame-des-Neiges Cemetery, were
delayed until the summer of 2019. The
cemetery installations were fundamental
to the project’s meaning and goal since
they invited the public to step outside the
confines of Mount Royal Park, understood
as leisure grounds, and rediscover the
hallowed grounds of the cemetery. A
cemetery is still understood as a sanctified
environment. The cemetery is also an
important link between the park’s summit
and Tiohtià:ke Otsira’kéhne, where other
installations can be found. Walking through
the cemetery today remains a unique and
beautiful experience, one that Escales
découvertes was conceived to encourage.
Prior to its inauguration in 1854, Montreal’s
primary Catholic cemetery was located
under the present-day Dorchester Square
in downtown Montreal, and before that
at the foot of city’s first church on NotreDame Street in Old Montreal. Having
expanded over time, the cemetery’s Mount
Royal plan combines an older, picturesque
layout with a more formal, tree-lined grid
of alleys. The most significant feature,
however, is the topography: the grounds
slowly rise from Côte-des-Neiges Street
to Tiohtià:ke Otsira’kéhne, creating a
progressive experience of landscape that
mirrors, in the words of a former director of
the cemetery, “the passages and thresholds
of life; from the cemetery’s heights one
can enjoy open vistas and the heavenly
sky vault.” Before the creation of Mount
Royal Park, the cemetery was an important,
public destination for the upper classes,
who would come to stroll along its treelined alleys. The Escales interventions recall
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this history and help the general public
rediscover the necropolis as a fascinating
environment. Tucked into some of the hills
are beautiful mausoleums, monuments and
simple, stirring gravestones waiting to be
discovered. A large natural plain is preserved
at the entrance to the cemetery, offering a
ceremonial route to the grounds’ chapel.

Sacred halts
The cemetery hosts five landscape halts
that take advantage of the different
landscape units that make up its singular
topography. Their geometrical figures –
circles and ellipses – set them apart from
the free, organic lines of the two halts near
Beaver Lake and the strong diagonals that
make up the three halts along Olmsted
Road. The choice of circles and ellipses
reflects the character and capacity of
geometry throughout history to shape
sacred sites and architecture.
As in all the halts, the driving objective was
to delicately introduce the new granite
components – the bands and borders of
Virginia Mist and sculpted benches of Bethel
White – into the natural terrain. Respect
for the sacred tranquility of the site, but
also a deference to the mountain’s primary
landscape, were always fundamental to the
design intent. As designers we accepted
that these pieces would disappear in winter
under snowfall, as do many gravestones,
as we feared the potentially jarring impact
of any strong vertical structure within the
restful landscape of the cemetery.
Poetic lines at the halts, with the unique
images and sounds they trigger, help
convey what the visual experience of
landscape cannot. They bring the reader

into the fuller narrative of the mountain. The
poems are an integral part of the halts; they
help convey an essential quality we were
striving to achieve throughout the project:
a multisensory experience of landscape.
Hence, each moment of pause is an
invitation to sit a minute or two, to take in the
landscape, and also to listen, without and
within, to connect with our inner landscape.
Working with the individual authors was,
for Julie Margot and me, one of the most
enriching experiences of the whole project.
The authors each came into the studio to
help chart out the spatial layout of their
poem as we strived to ensure the poem’s
layout reflected the author’s sensitivity and
the intent of the poem. This, for them, was
an incredible experience as well. Since each
author was paired with a specific landscape,
we aimed to ensure each layout offered an
approach to the text both coherent with
the content, but also with the relationship
between the content and the landscape.
Different approaches were devised, mostly
by choosing to present the poems from
the outside in, or from the inside out of the
halt, and by breaking up the poem by lines
or words and shuffling segments along the
granite borders. This approach allowed us to
underscore important phrases or words in
relation to what can be perceived from the
site, but also less tangible content such as
sounds or shadows.
Poets Erin Moor and Pierre Nepveu were
paired at two sites within the extensive
plain at the entrance of the cemetery. This
open, grassy meadow has remained free
of tombs and will remain so through an
accord between the cemetery, the City and
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Ministry of Culture, preserving a precious
open space within the sacred grounds of the
cemetery, within the cherished territory of
the Mount Royal Heritage Site.
Erin’s poem reads: Languages too have peaks
and valleys The Iroquoian path between
these summits heads north along a creek
born in this plain Its water still sings below
us; listen – murmuxo murmur murmure
iohnekarè :re
Pierre’s poem reads: Monde sans murs,
l’étendue nous ouvre les yeux, entre les
morts aveugles et les vivants affairés, nous
partageons l’extase des arbres possédés par
la plaine, l’oreille juste pour le vent
These two halts, hardly perceptible to
the unsuspecting eye, imprint their pure,
geometrical figures onto the meadow.
Whereas the exterior border stones hug the
natural slope of the site, the internal bands
of stone rise gently from the grass plane,
morphing into a simple bench, suggesting a
view and a landscape to ponder.
After a long wait, to see these halts take their
discreet place in the cemetery was stirring.
I was touched to finally read the inspiring
and enigmatic poetry in situ; an invaluable
contrast and addition to the enumerable
epitaphs of sorrow. There remains
something sacred about intervening in a
cemetery, something humbling. It felt like
the work would survive time.
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